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In this paper we obtain algebraic analogs of certain known results on crossed 
products of von Neumann algebras and of C*-algebras. Of particular interest here 
is the Cannes spectrum, introduced by A. Cannes in his classification of factors of 
type III. In addition, we are concerned with certain von Neumann algebra results 
contained in the work of Cannes, Takesaki, and Nakagami and with certain, more 
algebraic, C*-algebra results from the work of Olesen, Pederson, and Kishimoto. 
Let G be a finite group and let A be a G-graded ring with 1. Then there exists an 
extension ring of A, determined by this structure, called the smash product of A by 
G*. This overring comes from the theory of Hopf algebras and we denote it by 
A # G*. In the first half of this paper, we introduce and study the Connes and 
strong Cannes subgroups of G and we relate them to the ideal structure of A # G*. 
In particular we obtain criteria for A # G* to be prime or simple. In a different 
direction, suppose A is a K-algebra and G is a finite abelian group of 
K-automorphisms of A. If the field K contains appropriate roots of unity, then the 
skew group ring AG has a natural smash product structure A # e* where 
6 = Hom(G, K’) is the dual group of G. The problem is to explicitly determine the 
Cannes subgroup of C? in terms of the action of G on A. This is achieved in the 
second half of the paper under the additional assumption that A is a prime ring. A 
more detailed discussion of the operator algebra sources of our results will be given 
in the Appendix. lc) 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
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1. GROUP-GRADED RINGS 
Let A be a ring with 1 and let G be a finite group. We say that A is 
G-graded if A = @ C,, o A, is the direct sum of the additive subgroups A, 
with A, A,, c A,,. for all X, y E G. Note that A, is a subring of A and 1 E A,. 
If b E A we write h =,C.VEG b, where b, E A, and we say that b is 
homogeneous if b E A, for some g E G. 
A subset B of A is said to be graded if B = @ Crtc B, where 
B, = B n A,. In particular we let GrL denote the set of graded left ideals of 
A and GrR the set of graded right ideals. When we speak of subrings of A 
we will not assume that these contain 1 E A so that all one sided ideals are 
subrings. 
A subring B of A is said to be graded hereditary if B = RL for some 
R E GrR, L E GrL and furthermore B is not nilpotent. It is clear that B is 
necessarily a graded subring of A and we denote the set of all such B by 
GrH. By taking either L or R to be A in the above we see that GrH 
contains all nonnilpotent graded one sided ideals of A. Furthermore if e # 0 
is a homogeneous idempotent in A then eAe E GrH. 
A key test for nilpotence is the following result [2, Proposition 1.21 
which is proved by a pigeon hole argument. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let B be a graded subring of A. Then B is nilpotent tf and 
on1.v if B, is nilpotent. 
The graded ring A is said to be strongly graded if A, -I A ‘i = A, for all 
x E G. When this occurs it follows easily that A,A, = A,,. and we have 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be strongly G-graded. Then L E GrL if and only if 
L = AL, where L, is a left ideal of A, and similarly R E GrR if and only if 
R=R,A where R, is a right ideal of A,. Thus L,=A,L,, R,=R,A,, and 
ifB=RL then B,=R,A,L,. 
If IaA, and XEG we define I”=Ax-~IA,~A,. Since A, is an 
(A,, A,)-bimodule we see that P 4 A,. Furthermore I’ = Z, (I”)” E I”-” and 
I”J” c (ZJ)“. When A is strongly graded this yields an honest permutation 
action on the ideals of A i. Indeed 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume A is strongly graded. If I, Ja A, and x, y E G then 
(f’)” = I”‘, 1’ = 1, and ([J)” = I’J”. 
If A is a G-graded ring then there exists an extension ring, with the same 
1, which comes from the study of Hopf algebras. Formally this smash 
product is denoted by A # K[G] * where A is a K-algebra. This ring is a 
free left A-module with basis { px 1 x E G} such that CsEG px = 1 is a 
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decomposition of 1 E A into orthogonal idempotents. Furthermore multi- 
plication is given by 
ap, . bp, = ab,,-1 pv3 (*I 
where a, b E A. It follows that 
(**I 
since p.A-I= Czcc p.A-~pz and the only nonzero term in the latter 
occurs when z = y. It now follows immediately that each px centralizes A,. 
It is easy to verify directly from Eq. (* ) that A # K[G] * is an 
associative ring containing A. Furthermore since the presence of the 
underlying ring K is of no consequence in this contruction, we will 
abbreviate the smash product by A # G*. We remark that G acts as 
automorphisms on A # G* by defining 
(***I 
In other words, G fixes A and permutes {p,} via its regular representation. 
Thus G also permutes the ideals of A # G*. 
In case A is strongly graded, the actions of G on the ideals of A, and of 
A # G* are essentially the same as we will see below. Note that from (*) 
and (**) we have 
for any A and all x E G. Furthermore the idempotent p1 commutes with A, 
so A i N A i p1 is a ring isomorphism. It is convenient to start with 
LEMMA 1.4. Let A be strongly G-graded. If I, T are ideals of A # G* 
then Ip,I’ = IT for all x E G. 
Proof Let g E G. Since A is strongly graded it follows that IA, = I and 
therefore the above yields 
In other words, all Zp,I’ are equal and hence 
as required. 
II’= 1 zp*l’=zpxz 
gsG 
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The correspondence between the ideals of A, and of A # G* is based on 
the following definitions. If J 4 A i we set 
e(J) = A.Zp, A E A # G* 
and if la A # G* we set 
CPU)= {a-f, I ~P,EPIZPI). 
The next result isolates those properties of 0 and cp which hold without 
assuming that A is strongly graded. 
LEMMA 1.5. With the above notation use have 
(i) O(J)= (A # G*)Jp,(A # G*)a A # G*. 
(ii) cpW~Al and cp(z)p, =P,~P,. 
(iii) cpO(.Z) = J so 8 is one-to-one and cp is onto the set of ideals of A L. 
(iv) I~.xEG uith A,A,-I = Axm~A,=A,, then 6(J-‘)=6(J)-‘. 
Proof: Note that (A # G*)p, =Ap, and p,(A # G*)=p,A. Thus 
since Jp, =p,.Z=p,.Zp, we have 
e(J) = Ap,Jp, A = (A # G*) Jp,(A # G*) u A # G*. 
Furthermore 
p,(A # G*)p,=p,Ap, =A,P, =A,. 
Thus p,Zp, 4 A,p, so it follows that cp(Z)u A, and p,Zp, = cp(Z)pl. This 
proves parts (i) and (ii). 
For part (iii) we have 
@WP, =PIWP, =P,AP, .J.P,AP, 
=A,p,.J.Alp,=Jp, 
so @(J) = J. 
Finally let XCG with A,Ax~~=A,-~A,=A,. Then for all LEG 
A,.,-! = A,.,m,A, = A,.,~IA,A,-I c_ A,.A,~I L A,,-1 
so A,.A,-I = A,,-, and hence AA,-, = A. Similarly we obtain A,A = A. 
Now using plA,= A,p, we have 
e(Y) = B(A,m,JA,) = AA,xm~.ZA,p,A 
= (A&I) k(A.xA) 
= A.Zp, A. 
481 115’1.7 
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But JsA, cA yields 
f?(J)I = [AJp1 A]” = AJp,A = e(r) 
so (iv) is proved. 
With this we can quickly obtain 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let A be strongly G-graded. Then the maps 0 and cp 
yield a one-to-one correspondence between the ideals of A, and the ideals of 
A # G*. This correspondence preserves inclusion, products, and the action 
of G. 
Proof We already know from the previous lemma that 8 and cp are 
appropriate maps and that @3(J) = J for all Jd A,. Conversely if 
IaA # G* then 
ecp(lb=(A # G*)cp(l)p,(A # G*)= (A # G*)p,&‘,(A # C*) 
and by Lemma 1.4 the latter is equal to (A # G*) Z(A # G*) = I. Thus cp 
and 8 determine a one-to-one correspondence between the ideals of 
A # G* and of A, and this correspondence is certainly inclusion preser- 
ving. 
Furthermore if Z, I’ Q A # G* then 
=p,zl’p, =‘p(Zl’)p,, 
again by Lemma 1.4. Thus cp preserves products and 
Finally, by Lemma 1.5(iv), the action of G is preserved 
We remark that if A is strongly graded then, by [ 
hence so must 8. 
3 Theorem 2.121, 
A # G* is Morita equivalent to A,. Because of this, along with the 
previous result and the existence of other dualities in [ 11, it is tempting to 
suspect that in these circumstances A # G* z M,(A,) where n = ICI. 
However, this is not the case as we see below. 
We start with an easy counterexample based on a construction in [16]. 
Let G = { 1, g} be the group of order 2, let K be a field, and set A = M,(K). 
Then A is strongly G-graded by 
KKO 
A,= K K 0 
0 0 K 1 A,= 0 0 K I 1 0 0 K. KKO 
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Observe that dim, A, = 5, dim, A = 9, and that 
dim, A # G* = (Cl dim, A = 18, 
Thus certainly A # G* 74 M,(A ,) for any n. 
By using a more elaborate construction contained in [ 151 we can 
actually obtain an example for the same group G = { 1, g} but with A a 
commutative domain. We will just briefly discuss this here. First we note 
that the latter paper proves the existence of a commutative domain D of 
characteristic 0 having an invertible ideal Z requiring a large number, say at 
least 5, generators. Furthermore a close look at the constructed ideal shows 
that I* = dD is principal with fi not contained in the quotient field of D. 
Now let F be any field containing D and & and let A be the subring of 
the group algebra F[G] given by 
It follows easily that A is strongly G-graded with A, = D and 
A, = (I/&) g. Furthermore since the zero divisors in F[G] are just the 
F-multiples of the idempotents (1 f g)/2, it follows that A is a domain since 
fi is not in the quotient field of D. Finally as D-modules we have 
A N D 0 Z so A # G* 2: D 0 D 0 ZOZ and the latter has rank 4. Thus if 
A # G* ‘v M,(A,)= M,(D) then we must have n =2 and, again as 
D-modules, 
D@D@Z@Z=A # G*2:M2(D)-DODODOD. 
But this implies that Z is a homomorphic image of D4 and hence has 4 
generators, a contradiction. Thus A # G* & M,(A,) for any n. 
We close this section with two results from [l]. Recall that A is graded 
semiprime if it has no nonzero graded nilpotent ideals and A is graded 
prime if the product of nonzero graded ideals is nonzero. Similarly A # G* 
is G-prime if the product of nonzero G-stable ideals of the latter ring is non- 
zero. The following is [l, Theorems 5.3 and 6.21. 
LEMMA 1.6. A # G* is semiprime if and only if A is graded semiprime. 
Moreover A # G* is G-prime if and only if A is graded prime. 
Finally we state [ 1, Lemma 6.11. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let Z be an ideal of A # G*. Then In A is a graded ideal of 
A. Furthermore Z is G-stable if and only if Z is the extended ideal 
Z=(ZnA).(A # G*). 
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2. THE CONNES SUBGROUP 
Again let A be a G-graded ring with G finite. We define 
f = {x E G 1 A,-, B, is not nilpotent for all BE GrH} 
and 
f, = {x E G 1 B,-I B, is not nilpotent for all BE GrH}. 
We remark that, since UV is nilpotent if and only if VU is, these definitions 
are actually right-left symmetric. 
LEMMA 2.1. r, E r and r is a subgroup of G. 
Proof: The inclusion Z,, c Z is obvious. Let x, y E Z and let BE GrH. 
Since XE Z, A,-[ B, is not nilpotent. It follows from this that 
C = A,-1 B E GrH. Note that C,. = A,-1 B,,. and since y E Z we know that 
A,.-( C-,. is not nilpotent. But 
A,.-,C,.= A,-~A,-IB,.s A(,,.,-1 B-0 
so A (.rY,-l B,, is not nilpotent and xy E f. 
A similar argument proves that Z, is a subgroup. However, it is not 
necessary to state this here since we will show later on that Z, = f. We call 
r the Connes subgroup of G. In case A is graded semiprime, Z has a more 
familiar description which we will offer in Lemma 2.6. 
Recall that G acts on the smash product A # G* and hence it permutes 
the ideals of that ring. We define 
n = {x E G 1 for all nonnilpotent ideals I of A # G* 
we have I”Z not nilpotent} 
and for each go G we set 
/i, = (x E G 1 for all ideals I of A # G*, if Zp,Z is 
not nilpotent then Z”Z is not nilpotent}. 
Again these definitions are right-left symmetric and the sets are related by 
LEMMA 2.2. A is a normal subgroup of G and A = ng Ag. 
Proof: Let x, y E A and let Z be a nonnilpotent ideal of A # G*. Since 
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x E A we know that .Z= I”Z is not nilpotent and then y E A implies that .P.Z 
is not nilpotent. But 
so P’Z is not nilpotent and xy E A. 
Now let x E A, g E G, and let la A # G* with Z not nilpotent. Then 
.Z= Pm’ is not nilpotent so J”J is not nilpotent and hence neither is (PV. 
But 
so g-‘xg E A and A is a normal subgroup of G. 
Finally if Zpp,Z is not nilpotent then neither is the larger ideal Z so it 
follows that A c flREG Ag. Conversely let x E nge G Ag and suppose Z is not 
nilpotent. Then I2 = C gE G Zp,Z and Z2 not nilpotent implies that Zp,,Z is not 
nilpotent for some h E G. But x E Ah so Z’Z is not nilpotent and x E A 
We will see later on that the sets Ag are actually conjugate subgroups of 
G. For this we require two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let x E G. Zf Z-=I, A # G* then there exists L E GrL with 
ZP, = LP,. Similarly $ Id, A # G* then there exists RE GrR with 
PI-Z=P,R. 
Proof: Let Zu, A # G* and set L = {a E A 1 ap, E Zp,} so that clearly L 
is a left ideal of A and Lp, = Zp, by Eq. (*). In addition if a = C a,. E L then 
ap, E Zp, implies that a,. p-y = p,.lap.X E Zp, for all y E G and hence L E GrL. 
The right analog follows in a similar manner from Eq. (**). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let L E GrL, R E GrR, and set B = RL. Then for any x E G 
we have Lp, 4, A # G* and p, R qr A # G*. In particular I= Lp, R a 
A # G* and Z is nilpotent if and only tf B, or equivalently B,, is nilpotent. 
Proof It is clear that Lp, is closed under left multiplication by A. In 
addition for all y E G we have 
P,“(LPX) = L,,-1 PX c LPX 
so Lp, u, A # G*. Similarly p,R Q, A # G* and thus 
Z=Lp,R=LpX.p,RaA # G*. 
We now show by induction for n k 0 that I”+ ’ = LB; p, R where B = RL. 
Indeed if this holds for n then since pr Bp, = B, p, we have 
I”+2=P’+‘.Z=LB;p;R.LprR=LB’I’(pxBpr) R=LB’l+‘p,R 
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as required. We conclude immediately that B1 nilpotent implies that Z is 
nilpotent. Conversely suppose I”+ ’ = 0. Then 
O=RZ”+lLp,X=BB;(p,Bpx)=BB;“lp~y 
so O=BBIf+‘zB;+’ and B, is nilpotent. Since B is a graded subring of A, 
the result follows from Lemma 1.1. 
We now come to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A be a G-graded ring with G finite. Then for all gE G 
we have A, = rg = Tg. In particular r, = r and A = ng E o rg. 
Proof: Fix g E G. We already know from Lemma 2.1 that Z, c_ Z. Thus 
it sufftces to show that A, E Z’g and P E Ag. 
Let x E A, and let B = RL E GrH with R E GrR and L E GrL. Set Z= Lp,R 
so that Z (I A # G* by Lemma 2.4. We first show that ZpgZ is not nilpotent. 
Note that since Z is an ideal 
Zp,Zz (ZL)p,(RZ)= LpgBp,Bp,R= LB:p,R. 
Since LB: E GrL we can apply Lemma 2.4 to conclude that LB: pgR is 
nilpotent if and only if C = R ’ LB: = BB: is. But C, = B: and B, is not 
nilpotent since BE GrH. Thus LB: p,R is not nilpotent and hence neither 
is Zp,Z. 
Now XE Ag so by definition of A, we conclude that J= Z”Z is not 
nilpotent. But I” = LpgX R so 
J=Lp,,R.LpBR=Lp,Bp,R=LB,p,R, 
where we set h =gxg-‘. Since J is not nilpotent, we can apply Lemma 2.4 
again to deduce that D, is not nilpotent where D = R. LBI, = BB,. Thus 
D, = B,-I Bh is not nilpotent for all B E GrH so, by definition, 
gxg-’ =heT, and xEg-‘Z’,,g=Q. Since XEA, is arbitrary, A,cQ. 
In the other direction, let x E Tg so that h = gxg- I E Z’. Let Z 4 A # G* 
with Zp,Z not nilpotent. By Lemma 2.3, Zpg = Lp, and pgZ= p,R for some 
L E GrL, R E GrR. Furthermore Lp,R = Zp,Z is not nilpotent so, by Lemma 
2.4, B= RLEGrH. Now Izp,I=p,R and I=, Ipg= Lp, so 
Z”Zz (p,R)” . (LP,) = ~nxBpg = B, pg. 
Hence since ZXZa A # G* we have ZXZ1> Ah-l B,, pp. But h E Z implies that 
A,-IB, E A, is not nilpotent and this subset commutes with pg so 
A,- I B, pg is not nilpotent. Thus ZXZ is not nilpotent so x E A, as required. 
We have therefore proved that A, = Qj = Zg and the result follows from 
Lemma 2.2. 
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We remark that if A is either graded semiprime or strongly graded then 
the groups r and A take on simpler forms. To start with we have 
LEMMA 2.6. If A is graded semiprime then 
r== {XEG 1 B,#Ofor all BEGrH} 
and 
A= {XEG [for all ICIA # G*, If0 implies Z-‘Z#O}. 
Proof: If A,-IB, is not nilpotent, then certainly B, f 0. Conversely if 
B, #O then 0 # AB,E GrL so by assumption L = AB, is not nilpotent. 
Thus by Lemma 1.1, L, = A,-, B, is not nilpotent. This proves the result 
about f. The characterization of ,4 follows from Lemma 1.6. Indeed since 
A # G* is semiprime an ideal is not nilpotent if and only if it is not zero. 
Thus we have obtained the more familiar description of r. Recall that if 
A is strongly graded then G permutes the ideals of A, and we have 
LEMMA 2.7. If A is strongly G-graded then 
A=r= {XEG 1 ifJis a nonilpotent ideal of A, 
then J’J is not nilpotent}. 
Proof Here it is convenient to use the fact that r= r,. Since A is 
strongly graded, Lemma 1.2 applies and any B = RL looks like B = R, AL, 
where R, is any right ideal of A, and L, is any left ideal. Furthermore since 
B,=R,A,L,=R,L,wehaveB~GrHifandonlyifR,L,isnotnilpotent 
or equivalently if and only if J = L, R, is not nilpotent. 
Now x E r, if and only if B,-I B, is not nilpotent for all BE GrH and 
B,-I B,= R, A,-1 L, R, A,L,. Again using the fact that UV is nilpotent if 
and only if VU is, the above is equivalent to 
not being nilpotent. Since J= L, R, is any nonnilpotent ideal of A,, the 
characterization of I-= r, follows. 
Finally let x E r and g E G and let Ja A, with J not nilpotent. Then 
using Lemma 1.3, K= Jg-’ . IS not nilpotent so ZPK is not nilpotent and 
hence neither is (KXQg. But 
(K”K)“= (JR-‘-&)A& JC’.WJ 
so g ~ ‘xg E r and r is a normal subgroup of G. Theorem 2.5 now implies 
that A = r. 
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This nice formulation is actually a consequence of Proposition 1.6 which 
describes a correspondence between the ideals of A, and of A # G* in the 
strongly graded case. Indeed since that correspondence preserves products 
and the group action, it is clear that 
A = {x E G 1 if .Z is a nonnilpotent ideal of A i then 
J”J is not nilpotent >. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 1.4, we have Zp,Z= Z* for any I a A # G*. Thus 
it follows that all A, are equal and we conclude from Theorem 2.5 that 
Z 4 G and hence that Z= A. 
The Connes subgroup is useful in deciding when A # G* is prime. 
Indeed 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let A be G-graded with G finite. Then A # G* is prime 
if and only if A is graded prime and r= G. 
Proof: Suppose first that A # G* is prime. Then it is certainly G-prime 
so Lemma 1.6 implies that A is graded prime. Furthermore the product of 
nonzero ideals of A # G* is nonzero and thus not nilpotent. It follows that 
A = G and hence, by Theorem 2.5, that Z= G. 
Conversely suppose that A is graded prime and Z= G. The latter and 
Theorem 2.5 imply that /1= G. Since A is graded prime, it is also graded 
semiprime, so Lemma 1.6 implies that A # G* is semiprime and G-prime. 
Now let Z, J be nonzero ideals of A # G*. Since A # G* is G-prime it 
follows easily that there exists g E G with ZgJ # 0. Hence Zg.Z is not nilpotent 
and since g ~ ’ E G = A we have (ZgJ)-’ (Zg.Z) not nilpotent. But the latter 
ideal is contained in ZJ so ZJ # 0 and hence A # G* is prime. 
In view of the preceding result, one might expect Z to be somehow 
related to the minimal primes of A # G*. This is in fact true under the 
natural assumption that A # G* is semiprime with finitely many minimal 
primes. The following lemma is standard (see [ 12, Lemma 2.31). Note that 
in a semiprime ring S, right and left annihilators of ideals are equal. Thus 
we can use anti,(Z) to denote this common annihilator. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let S be a semiprime ring with finitely many minimal primes 
Q,, Q,, . . . . Q, and set N, = ann,( Qi). Then Ni = nj, i Q, # 0. Furthermore if 
ZaS with O#ZEN, then ann,(Z)=Qi. 
Now let 9 denote the set of minimal primes of A # G* and for each 
gEG let 
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In addition, if la A # G* let 
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Stab,(Z) = {x E G 1 I’ = Z}. 
Then with this notation we have 
THEOREM 2.10. Assume that A # G* is semiprime with finitely many 
minimal primes. Then for each g E G 
ZR = /i, = 0 Stab,(Q). 
QO4 
Proof. We already know that Zg = A8 so we can work with the latter 
group. Note also that since A # G* is semiprime we have 
A,= (XEG 1 Zp,Z#O implies I’Z#O for all la A # G*). 
We show first that 
n,c_ n Stab,(Q). 
PC% 
To this end, fix x E A,, let Q E sg, and set N= arm(Q). Since arm(N) = Q 
and p9$ Q we have Np, #O. Furthermore A # G* is semiprime so 
Np,Np, # 0 and hence Np,N# 0. In other words, N is an allowable test 
ideal in the definition of Ag above and thus since XE Ag we have N”N #O. 
Now N”N is a nonzero ideal contained in both N = arm(Q) and 
N’ = ann( Q-Y). Thus by Lemma 2.9, ann( N”N) is equal to both Q and Q-‘. 
This shows that Q = Q.X so x E Stab,(Q) and this first inclusion is proved. 
It remains to prove the reverse inclusion 
n Stab,(Q) G n,. 
QE+ 
To this end take x in the intersection and let la A # G* with Zp,Z#O. 
Since A # G* is semiprime there exists a minimal prime Q with Q ;f! Zp,Z. 
Thus Q 2 Z and pg$ Q so Q E 2g. By the assumption on x, the latter 
implies that x E Stab,(Q). Now Q P Z so Q = Q-’ & I”. Hence since Q is a 
prime ideal we conclude that Q $ Z”Z and in particular Z”Z# 0. By the 
definition of np we have x E ng and the theorem is proved. 
We remark that if A is graded prime, then by Lemma 1.6, A # G* is 
semiprime and G-prime. It follows from this fact the minimal primes of 
A # G* are all G-conjugate and hence finite in number. Thus the above 
theorem always applies when A is graded prime. We remark also that even 
in this situation, Z need not equal the stabilizer of a single minimal prime. 
A suitable example will be given at the end of Section 3. 
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The last result of this section computes Z under very special circumstan- 
ces. Define the support of A to be 
Sp(A)= {XEG 1 A,#O}. 
Then certainly Zc Sp(A) and we determine when equality occurs under 
the assumption that A is graded prime. We require the following obser- 
vation. 
Assume that A is graded semiprime and let UE A, be a nonzero 
homogeneous element. Then aA and Aa are nonzero graded right and left 
ideals of A and these are not nilpotent by assumption. It follows from 
Lemma 1.1 that 0 # (aA), = aA,- and 0 # (Aa), = Ax-la. In other words, 
A is nondegenerare in the notation of [Z]. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let A be graded prime. Then r= Sp(A ) if and only if 
A, is prime. 
Proof Since A is graded prime, it is nondegenerate. 
Suppose first that A, is prime. We prove that certain products are non- 
zero. Let a, b be nonzero homogeneous elements of A and say a E A,-,, 
b E A,,- I. Then by nondegeneracy we have A,aA , # 0 and A, bA,, # 0 and 
these are both ideals of A,. Thus since A, is prime we have 
(A,aA , )(A, bA,) # 0 and, in particular, aA, b # 0. Again let a, b be nonzero 
homogeneous elements of A and let h E G with A, #O. Since A, is 
homogeneous, the above implies that aA, = aA, A, # 0. Furthermore since 
aA, is homogeneous we conclude that aA,b = aA,. A, b # 0. 
It is now a simple matter to prove that f = Sp(A). To this end, let 
R E GrR, L E GrL be nonzero, and consider B = RL. Since R and L are not 
nilpotent, we can choose a E R, , b E L, with a, b # 0 by Lemma 1.1. If 
h E Sp(A), then A,, # 0 so aA,b # 0 by the above. But aA,b c RL n A,, = B, 
so B, # 0 and Lemma 2.6 implies that h E Z as required. 
Conversely suppose that A, is not prime and say 0 #I, Ja A, with 
Z.Z = 0. Since A is graded prime, it follows that JAZZ 0 and in particular 
JA,Z # 0 for some x E G. Note that JA,Zs A, so, by nondegeneracy, we 
have JA,ZAA,-~#O. Set B=ZA,-t.A.JA,=RL where R=ZA,-I.AEG~R 
and L= A. JA,E GrL. We note that B is not nilpotent since otherwise 
A . JA,ZA,-I would also be nilpotent and this is not the case since the latter 
expression is a nonzero graded left ideal. Thus BE GrH. Finally we have 
so x 4 Z. But x E Sp(A) since JA,Z# 0 so we conclude that Z# Sp(A). 
We close this section with three examples of interest. Here K denotes any 
field. 
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First let H be a subgroup of G and let A = K[H] be the group algebra of 
H. Then A is H-graded and hence G-graded by setting all other com- 
ponents equal to zero. Since every nonzero homogeneous element of A is 
invertible, it is clear that the only nonzero graded left or right ideal of A is 
A itself. In particular, A is graded semiprime and if BE GrH then B = A. It 
follows from Lemma 2.6, or by definition, that r= H and this need not be 
normal in G. By Theorem 2.5 we have /1= ngt G Hg. 
Next let G # 1 be any finite group and fix 1 #XE G. Define 
A = K[x 1 x2 = 0] so that A is G-graded by A, = K, A, = Kx, and all other 
components zero. This time, A is not graded semiprime but it is com- 
mutative and its only nonnilpotent ideal is A itself. Thus BE GrH implies 
that B = A and hence 
(geG1 B,#Oforall BEGrH)={l,x}. 
Since x was chosen arbitrarily, { 1, X} need not be a subgroup of G. Thus 
we see that the characterization of r given in Lemma 2.6 does indeed 
require that A be graded semiprime. Otherwise the set we obtain need not 
even be a subgroup of G. 
Finally we show that the nonnilpotence part of the definition of GrH 
cannot be replaced by the assumption that B #O. To this end let 
G = { 1, g} have order 2 and let A = M,(K) be G-graded with the diagonal 
matrices having grade 1 and the skew diagonal matrices having grade g. 
Then A, being simple, is surely graded semiprime. Set B = e,, A . Ae,, = 
e,* K. Then B # 0 is the product of a graded right and a graded left ideal 
of A, but B .$ GrH since B is nilpotent. Note that B, = 0. Thus modifying 
the definition of r to allow such B’s would lead to the unacceptable 
situation of having 1 $ IY Furthermore, in this case, by also considering 
C= e,, A . Ae,, = e,, K, we see that r would turn out to be empty. 
The next section considers the strong Connes subgroup and its 
relationship to the simplicity of A # G*. 
3. THE STRONG CONNES SUBGROUP 
Again let A be a G-graded ring with G finite. We define 
Grff= {B= RL 1 REGrR and LEGrL}. 
Thus the nonnilpotent members of Grfi are precisely the graded hereditary 
subrings of A. Set 
r= {geG 1 L.xgRg-~g= L,R, 
for all LEGrL, REGrR and x, ye:G} 
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To= {geG I &gCg-l.,=B.xC, 
for all B, CEGrfiand x, LEG}. 
We have 
LEMMA 3.1. r is a subgroup of G and F,, = FS ZY 
Proof: Let g, h E r and let L E GrL, R E GrR. Then 
L,h&‘g-ly = L.xgRg-~ 
since h E F and the latter equals L, R,. since g E r Thus gh E r and r is a 
subgroup of G. 
Now by taking either R = A or L = A it is clear that Grfi? GrL, GrR 
and thus surely r0 E i? Conversely let ge r and let B= R’L, 
C = RL’ E Grff. Then B, = Co6 = .~ Rb L, and C,, = CFdzy R, L& so 
B,C,,= 1 R:L,R,.L;. 
ub=x 
cd= Y 
But gE p implies that L,R, = L,R,-1, and thus 
B.xC,= c R;L,R,-+L;= B,C,-I,,. 
a bg = .rg 
g-fr.Jzg-lr 
We conclude that ge p0 and therefore that F= FO. 
Finally let g E p and let BE GrH. Then g E p0 and B E Grfi so 
But BE GrH so B, is not nilpotent by Lemma 1.1 and hence we see that 
g E Z,, = Z by Theorem 2.5. 
We call F the strong Connes subgroup of G. p0 is introduced here 
because it is closer to the C*-algebra version of this set, namely 
{gEG 1 BgmlBBg= B for all BE GrH}. Given the existence of approximate 
identities, this condition on g is equivalent to BgBg-ly = B,B, for all 
BE GrH and x, y E G, which is close to that of p,,. At the end of this section 
we provide an example to show that F, cannot be defined using B = C. 
Recall that G acts on A # G* and therefore permutes the ideals of the 
latter ring. We define 
ii= {XEG 1 I”=Zfor all ZaA # G*} 
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and for each g E G 
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;i, = {x E G ( (Zp,Z’)” = Zp,Z’ 
for all la, A # G* and Z’ dr A # G*}. 
Note that Zp,Z’ CI A # G* 
LEMMA 3.2. ;i is a normal subgroup of G, each A, is a subgroup of G and 
ii = ngEG 2,. 
Proof: It is clear that J? 4 G and that each 2, is a subgroup of G 
containing ;i. Finally if Zd A # G*, then 
Z= 1 ZpJA # G*). 
REG 
Thus if x E ngSG A,, then x stabilizes each Zp,(A # G*) since A # G* d 
A # G* and hence x stabilizes I. 
The main relationship between these groups is the following analog of 
Theorem 2.5. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A be a G-graded ring with G finite. Then for all g E G 
we have A, = Fg and hence 2 = ng E G p’R. 
Proof. Fix g E G. 
Let REGrR and LEGrL. Then Z=Lp,d,A #G* and Z= 
pn R u I A # G*, by Lemma 2.4, and we have 
Ip,l’ = (LP,) PJP$) = LP,R. 
Conversely let Id, A # G* and Z’ -, A # G*. Then by Lemma 2.3 there 
exist R E GrR and L E GrL with Zp, = Lp, and pnZ’ = pgR. Thus 
ZP,~’ = VP,NP,U = LP,R. 
In other words, the ideals of A # G* of the form Zp,Z’ are precisely the 
ideals of the form Lp, R with L E GrL, R E GrR. 
Now if a, b, x E G then Eq. (*) yields 
and 
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Thus by letting a, b vary we see that Lp,R = Lpgx R if and only if 
for all a, b E G. 
Since (L<,R)” = Lppz, R, it follows from the above that x E ;?g if and only 
if gxg-’ E r and hence if and only if x E Fg. Thus Ag = rg and Lemma 3.2 
yields the result. 
Recall from Lemma 1.5 that if Ja A, then O(J)=AJp,A a A # G*. 
Furthermore 0 is one-to-one on the set of these ideals and if x E G with 
A,A,-I = A,-IA, = A,, then O(Y) = f?(J)-‘. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let F be the strong Connes subgroup of G. 
(i) Ar=C,.i= A, is strongly F-graded. 
(ii) Jg=Jfor allgE~andaN JaA,. 
(iii) Zg = Z for all g E p and all ideals Z of A # G* of the form Z = tI( J) 
for some Ja A,. 
Proof Let g E i? Since A E Grfl we have 
A,-IA,=A,~I,A,~I,=A;=A,. 
It then follows that A,A, = A,, for all g, h E r so (i) is proved. 
For (ii) let gE F, L E GrL, and R E GrR. Since L, R, and A are all 
contained in Grt?, Lemma 3.1 implies that A,-1 L, = A, L,- I = L,-I and 
R,Ag=RgA,=Al. Furthermore L,-lRg=L,R1. Thus 
Since any ideal J of A, is of the form L, R,, it follows that Jg = J for all 
gE p. Thus (ii) is proved and Lemma 1.5(iv) yields part (iii). 
As is to be expected, the formulation for i; simplifies when A is strongly 
graded. Indeed we have 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A be G-graded with P the strong Connes subgroup 
of G. 
(i) Zf A is strongly G-graded, then 
l=F={g~Gl Jg=JforallJaA,}. 
(ii) F= G if and only tf A is strongly G-graded and all ideals of A, are 
G-stable. 
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Proof. If A is strongly G-graded, then by Proposition 1.6 all ideals of 
A # G* are of the form 0(J) for some J 4 A i . Thus by Proposition 3.4(iii) 
we see that F& 2. Theorem 3.3 now implies that r= 1. Finally by 
Proposition 1.6 again, we conclude that ;? is the stabilizer of all ideals of A i 
since it is defined to be the stabilizer of all ideals of A # G*. Thus (i) is 
proved. Part (ii) follows immediately from this and Proposition 3.4(i). 
The strong Connes subgroup can be used to describe when A # G* is 
simple. We say that A is graded simpZe if A has no nontrivial graded ideals. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let A be a G-graded ring with G finite. The following 
are equivalent. 
(i) A # G* is simple. 
(ii) A is graded simple and F = G. 
(iii) A is graded simple and r= G. 
(iv) A is strongly G-graded and A, is simple. 
Prooj (i) =S (ii). If A # G* is simple then certainly ,? = G and hence 
F= G. Furthermore if J#O is a graded ideal of A then J(A # G*) u 
A # G* by Lemma 2.4. Thus A # G* = J(A # G*) so 
Ap, = (A # G*)p, = J(A # G*)p, = Jp, 
and J=A. 
(ii) + (iii). This is immediate since f 2 F. 
(iii) =S (i). If A is graded simple and Z’= G, then by Corollary 2.8, 
A # G* is prime. Let I be a nonzero ideal of A # G*. Then by primeness, 
I’= ngtc ZR is a nonzero G-stable ideal of A # G*. Thus Z’= (Z’n A). 
(A # G*) by Lemma 1.7 with Z’ n A a graded ideal of A. We conclude that 
1EZ’nAAEI’Zso A # G* is simple. 
Thus (i)-(iii) are equivalent. It remains to relate these to (iv). 
(iv) * (i). This is immediate from Proposition 1.6. 
(i)(ii) = (iv). Since i;= G, Proposition 3.4(i) implies that A is strongly 
G-graded. Thus since A # G* is simple, Proposition 1.6 yields the result. 
We close this section with some examples of interest. Again K denotes 
any field. 
The first example here is the same as the first one of the last section. 
Namely let H be a subgroup of G and let A = K[H] be viewed as G-graded 
bysettingA,=Oforallx~G\H.ThenweknowthatT=Hso~~T=H. 
On the other hand, if BE Grfi then B= 0 or A and from this it follows 
easily that p= H. Thus F need not be normal in G. 
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For the next three examples we use skew group rings to construct the 
necessary strongly graded rings. Thus suppose that S is a ring with 1 and 
that G acts on S as automorphisms. Then the skew group ring SC is a free 
left S-module with basis G and with multiplication defined by sx = xs-‘. 
Here x E G and s + sX is its associated automorphism of S. Then A = SC is 
strongly G-graded with A, = Sx = xS and A, = Sl N S. Furthermore if 
JdA,=Sand xeG then 
Ax-,JA,=xp’SJSx=x-‘Jx. 
Thus the action of G on the ideals of A, given by the grading is the same as 
the action determined by the homomorphism G -+ Aut S. 
Now take G to be any finite group of order n > 1, let S = K[c,, iZ, . . . . c,] 
be a polynomial ring in n variables, and let G act on S by permuting the 
variables via its regular representation. Set A = SC so that A is strongly 
G-graded. Since A, = S is a domain, it follows from Lemma 2.7 that f = G. 
On the other hand, no nonidentity element of G stabilizes the principal 
ideal cl S 4 A i. Thus Corollary 3.5(i) implies that p= 1 < r= G. 
Next we slightly modify the above example by adding the relations 
&cl = 0 for all i, j to S. Again A = SC is strongly G-graded, A, = S and 
f’= 1. Note that S is a local ring with unique maximal ideal N of square 
zero. It follows easily from this and Lemma 1.2 that if BE Grfi then either 
B = A or B G NC. Since (NC)* = 0 and A is strongly G-graded, it is clear 
that 
{gEG) B,B,-I,=B,B, for all BEGrZ?? and x, LEG} 
is equal to G and not to F= 1. This shows that we cannot define p0 in the 
above manner. Rather we must use the definition as given which depends 
on pair B, C E Grg. This is in contrast to the situation in [6]. 
Finally we consider an example related to Theorem 2.10. Let H be a sub- 
group of the arbitrary finite group G. Then G permutes the set Sz of right 
cosets of H and we let S = CweR K, be the direct sum of copies of K 
indexed by the elements of n. The action of G on a carries over to a 
natural action of G on S and it is clear that S is G-prime and in fact 
G-simple. Let A = SC be the skew group ring of G over S so that A is 
strongly G-graded. Because of this and Lemma 2.7 we have Ta G. On the 
other hand, the action of G on the ideals of A # G* is the same as its 
action on A, = S, by Proposition 1.5. Thus the stabilizers of the minimal 
primes of A # G* are precisely the conjugates of H in G. Since H need not 
be normal in G, we conclude that r need not equal Stab,(Q) for some 
minimal prime Q of A # G*. Note that by Theorem 2.10 and the above we 
actually have r = n,, G H”. Furthermore it follows easily from this and 
Corollary 3.5(i) that p= f. 
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4. THE SPLIT CENTER 
Let A be a K-algebra and let G be an abelian group acting as K-algebra 
automorphisms on A. We assume that (GI -’ E K and that K contains all 
nth roots of unity for n equal to the period of G. Then, as is well known, 
the skew group ring AG has the structure of the smash product A # 6* 
where 6 = Hom(G, K’) is the dual of G. 
To start with, for each linear character 1. E G we set 
A,= {QEA 1 a-‘=Il(x)a for all XEG). 
It follows that A = @ CLEG A, and indeed if a E A, then a = & an where 
Thus since A, A, s A j,P we see that A is G-graded. Furthermore AG 
contains the ordinary group algebra K[G] and for each ;1 E 6 we set 
pi. = IG( -’ c A.(x) XE K[G]. 
.x E G 
Then these idempotents form an orthogonal decomposition of 1 and for 
each y E G we have yp, = A( y ~ ’ ) pl. Since K[ G] = @ xi. Kpi. we conclude 
that AG = @ &. Ap,. Finally for ,u, 3, E 6 and a E A we have 
= IGI -’ C ~(x-‘) al~(x)pj.=U,l-~p,. 
x E G 
Thus AG = A # G*. We remark that this equality also follows from Hopf 
algebra considerations once we prove the Hopf algebra isomorphism 
K[G] N (K[G])*. 
As we have seen in Section 2, the Connes subgroup r of 6 determines 
when A # G* is prime. On the other hand, the skew group ring AG has 
also been extensively studied and conditions for it to be prime have been 
obtained in [S] by totally different means. Thus it is of interest to compare 
these two methods and in particular to describe r in terms of the action of 
G on A. Specifically we wish to find 
l-l = {geG I A(g)= 1 for all AE~}, 
the orthogonal complement for r in G. Since AG is best understood when 
A is prime, we restrict our attention to that situation. 
481’115.1-8 
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We assume for the remainder of this section that A is a prime K-algebra 
and that G acts as K-automorphisms on A. We briefly discuss the relevant 
structure of AC as described in [7, 121. While this applies for the most 
part to all finite groups G, we will assume throughout that G is abelian. 
Let Q denote the left (or the symmetric) Martindale ring of quotients of 
A. Then every automorphism of A extends uniquely to one of Q. Hence G 
acts on Q and AC extends uniquely to a skew group ring QG. The center of 
Q is a field which we denote by C and call the extended centroid of A. We 
have C= @&A) so CS K. 
The subgroup of G consisting of X-inner automorphisms of A is 
defined by 
Gin” = {x E G 1 ’ is an inner automorphism of Q} 
In other words, for each .xEG~“,, there exists a unit U,E Q such that the 
automorphism .’ is conjugation by u,. Since C = Z(Q), it is clear that U, is 
unique up to multiplies of C * and for each subgroup W of Gin,, we set 
93(W)= c Cu,sQ. 
IE w 
Then B(W) is a C-subalgebra of Q, stable under the action of G on Q. 
Indeed, since G is abelian, each of the one-dimensional subspaces Cu, is 
also G-stable. When W = Gi”“, $8(W) is known as the algebra of the group. 
Note that the action of G on C may be nontrivial, but that Ginn clearly 
centralizes C. 
In the skew group ring QG, the subalgebra E = ‘E,,(Q) is of particular 
interest. We know that E E QGinn and in fact that QG,,,” = Q Oc E. In 
addition, E has a C-basis consisting of the elements X = U; lx for all x E Gin” 
and with respect o this basis we see that E has the structure of C’[Ginn], a 
twisted group algebra of Gin” over the extended centroid C. Note that G 
acts on QG by conjugation and that E is G-stable. Furthermore there is a 
close relationship between E and the algebra of the group given by the 
augmentation map q, where ‘I: QG + Q is defined by 
This is contained in the following known result. 
LEMMA 4.1. The restriction of ‘1 to E = C’[Ginn] is a ring 
antihomomorphism from E onto B(Gi,,) and the map commutes with the 
action of G. Furthermore if W is a subgroup of Gin,, then q maps C’[ W] 
onto PJ( W). 
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While we are really interested in %Y(Gi,,), it is clear from the above that 
we can obtain more information, essentially for free, by studying 
E= C’[Ginn]. Thus we concentrate on the latter ring. We now introduce 
the first new concept by defining the inner center Z of G to be 
In other words, x EZ if and only if the automorphism -’ is induced by a 
unit of the fixed ring QG and thus Z is a subgroup of Ginn. For convenience 
we assume for each x E Z that U, is chosen in QG. If F= Cc is the fixed 
subfield of C and if W is any subgroup of Z then we set 
It follows that 9Yd W) is an F-subalgebra of the algebra of the group. The 
next lemma contains some elementary observations. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let Z he the inner center of G. 
(i) C’[Z] is central in QGlnn and n: C’[Z] + 93(Z) is a C-algebra 
epimorphism. 
(ii) The elements .f = u.; lx with x E Z form an F-basis for the fixed 
ring EG = C’[Ginn]‘. Moreover with respect to this basis, EG has the struc- 
ture of F’[Z], some twisted group algebra of Z over F. 
(iii) EG is a commutative algebra and the restriction of the augmen- 
tation map r] yields an F-algebra homomorphism of EC onto @AZ). Further- 
more if W is a subgroup of Z, then n maps F’[ W] E F*[Z] onto gr( W). 
Proof: Most of this is obvious. Let cu.; lx E C’[Z]. Then by definition, 
cu; ‘X centralizes Q. On the other hand, if y E Gin” then y centralizes c E C, 
u, ’ E QG, and x E G. It follows that C’[Z] is central in QGinn and Lemma 
4.1 yields the rest of (i). For (ii), notice that since G is abelian, 
C, c,u, lx E E is fixed by G if and only if C,U; l E QG for all x. In par- 
ticular, if c, # 0 then Cu, n QG # 0 and x E Z. Thus EC = I,, z Fu.; lx and 
(ii) is proved. Part (iii) is now immediate. 
If F is algebraically closed, or at least closed under nth roots, then it can 
be shown that Z = Ti. For more general fields, r’ is a subgroup of Z 
which we proceed to describe. First we say that an F-algebra S is split if 
S c @ C F, that is if S is isomorphic to an algebra direct sum of copies of 
F. These split algebras play a key role here. Note that C 2 Cc = F? K and 
that, by assumption, ICI -i E K and K contains all nth roots of unity for n 
equal to the period of G. This will be needed in the following. In part (iv) 
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below, the diagonal equivalence means that, for each w E W, there exists 
fM, E F’ such that { f,l?’ ( w E W} is a group basis for F’[ W]. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let W be a subgroup of Z. The following are equivalent. 
(i) Fr[ W] is split. 
(ii) S?J W) is split. 
(iii) There exists an F-homomorphism of F’[ W] onto F. 
(iv) F’[ W] is diagonally equivalent, and hence isomorphic to, the 
group ring F[ W]. 
Proof (i) 3 (ii). This is clear since &?J W) is a homomorphic image of 
F’[ W]. 
(ii) * (iii). Since 9?,(W) is split, there is an F-homomorphism of 99A W) 
onto F. Combining this with q yields the appropriate map for F’[ W]. 
(iii)= (iv). Let 8: F’[ W] --f F be the given map. If F’[ W] has the 
F-basis m, then for each w E W we note that E = O(w ~ ‘) W is the unique 
element of Fw which maps to 1 under 8. It follows that @12: W is a group 
basis for F’[ W]. Hence F’[ W] 2: F[ W]. 
(iv) 3 (i). For this we need only observe that F[ W] is split and this 
follows since W is abelian, 1 WI ~’ E F, and F contains all nth roots of unity. 
More to the point we have 
LEMMA 4.4. There exists a unique largest subgroup H of Z such that 
F’[ H] is split. 
Proof Suppose H, and H, are subgroups of Z with both F’[H,] split 
and set W= (H,, Hz). Since F’[Z] is commutative we have an 
epimorphism F’[H,] @OF ’[H,] -+ F’[ W]. But the tensor product is 
surely split and hence so is F’[ W]. This clearly yields the result. 
We can now introduce the key concept of this section by defining the 
group H above to be the split center of G. As we will see in the next section, 
H is the answer to our question, namely H = r’. A characterization of this 
subgroup of G entirely in terms of the action of G on A is as follows. Here 
o(g) denotes the order of g E G. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The split center H of G is given by H = { g E G 1 g is 
induced by a unit ug E QG with u;(g) = 1 }. 
Proof For convenience let H, denote the above right hand side. The 
goal is to show that H = H,. Let g E G and write m = o(g). 
Suppose first that ge H. Since F’[H] is diagonally equivalent to F[H], 
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by Lemma 4.3, there exists f~ F\O with g = f -‘g = (fu,) -’ g having mul- 
tiplicative order equal to that of g. Observe that f E F= CG so fu, is a unit 
of Q” and that R is induced by this unit. In particular g centralizes fu, and 
hence 
1 =gm= [(fu,)~‘g]“=(fu,)~“g”=(fu,)-“. 
Thus (fug) 0’g) = 1 and g is contained in H,. 
Conversely let g E H,. Then g is induced by the unit ug E QG so to start 
with we have gg 2. Furthermore $‘g) = 1 and g centralizes U, so 
(u; ‘g)” = 1. Since F’[ (g)] is generated over F by the element g = U; ‘g 
and g” = 1, it follows that F’[ (g)] is diagonally equivalent to F[ (g)] by 
using the basis {gi I i=O, 1, . . . . m - 1). Thus F’[(g)] is split and hence, 
by Lemma 4.4, g E (g ) z H as required. 
As a consequence we have the fact alluded to earlier. 
LEMMA 4.6. If F is closed under n th roots, then H = Z. 
Proof Since H c Z, we need only obtain the reverse inclusion. To this 
end, let 2 E Z and say o(z) = m. Since U, E QG and (K)” induces the identity 
automorphism ;m on A, we have (u,)“’ E QG n C = F. Now o(z) divides the 
period n of G and F is closed under nth roots. Thus there exists f~ F\O 
with (uJ~ = f m. But then f ‘u= E QG also induces the automorphism ’ and 
since (f -‘u,)“’ = 1 we conclude from Proposition 4.5 that ZE H. 
In the next section we will obtain alternate characterizations of H 
entirely within C’[Gi,,]. One such is an immediate consequence of the 
following. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let W he a subgroup of Z. Then C’[ W] = COF F’[ W] and 
C’[ WIG = F*[ W]. Hence F’[ W] is split Q” and only if C’[ W] = @ C C 
with each of its primititle idempotents G-stable. 
Proof: Since p= {X = u,‘x ( x E W} is a C-basis for C’[ W] and an 
F-basis for F’[ W], it is clear that C’[ W] = C@.F’[ W]. Furthermore 
since each u, ’ E QG, we see that the elements of IV are all G-fixed. It then 
follows from CG = F that C’[ W]” = F’[ W]. Finally if F’[ W] is split, then 
since F’[ W] is fixed by G we conclude that C’[ W] = @ C C with each 
primitive idempotent G-stable. Conversely if C’[ W] has the latter property 
then it has a decomposition of 1 into 1 WI nonzero orthogonal primitive 
idempotents. Since each of these idempotents is G-stable, this decom- 
position occurs in F’[ W] and hence F’[ W] is split. 
We close this section with an example of interest. Let K be a field, 
a E K\O and assume that l/n E K and that K contains all nth roots of unity 
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for some integer n. Set A = M,(K) and let G = (x), a cyclic group of order 
n, act on A as inner automorphisms with x acting as conjugation by the 
unit 
a 
1 U= [ I 1 . 1 . . 
Note that un is the scalar matrix al so G does indeed act. Note also that the 
elements 1, U, . . . . un- ’ are K-linearly independent. It follows that 
n-1 
B(G)= c Ku’= K[[]/({“-a)=K’[G]. 
0 
We remark that in this special circumstance, G = Gin” = 2 and C = F= K. 
Finally let d ) n. Then xd acts like ud and hence like conjugation by k- ‘url 
for any k E K\O. Thus according to Proposition 4.5, we have xd~ H if and 
only if k can be chosen with 
1 = (k-‘Ud)“/d=k--“/“a. 
Equivalently, xdg H if and only if the polynomial jnld- a E K[c] has a root 
in K. We conclude that H = (xm), where m is the smallest divisor of n such 
that in’” - a has a root in K. Note that, since K contains all nth roots of 
unity, it follows that j”“” -a must split into linear factors in K[[]. 
5. SKEW GROUP RINGS 
In this section we complete the work begun in Section 4. The same 
notation and the same assumptions remain in force. The goal is to show 
that FL = H. The following two results are crucial. They determine the 
structure of Cf[Ginn]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let e be a primitive idempotent of Fr[H]. Then eF’[Z] N 
F’[Z/H] is a finite field extension of eF = F. 
Proof: Note that e E F’[H] and eF’[H] = eF so it follows easily that 
eF’[Z] 2: F’[Z/H] where the latter is some twisted group algebra of Z/H. 
Since eF’[Z] is a commutative F-algebra, we begin by mapping it onto a 
field Fz F. We will show that this map is an isomorphism. For con- 
venience we combine it with the projection map F’[Z] --) eF’[Z] to obtain 
an F-algebra epimorphism ~1: F’[Z] -+ F with a(e) = 1. 
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Observe that F is spanned over F by cc(Z). Furthermore for each z E 2 
we have Z” = 1 and hence cc(5)“~ F. Thus since F contains all nth roots of 
unity and l/n~ F, it follows that F[cl(Z)] is a Galois extension of F and 
hence so is p Moreover each Galois image of a(,?) is of the form E. a(Z) 
with 6 = 1. Thus since E E F we see that Z%(f) is stable under the Galois 
group X = Gal( F/F). 
To be precise, for each x E X we have ~((2)’ = A=(x) U(Z) where A;: X + F’ 
is a linear character of X. Note that 2, = 1 implies that a(5) E Ex = F and 
hence the restriction of GI to F’[ (H, r)] is an F-algebra homomorphism 
onto F. Thus, by Lemma 4.3, F’[ (H, z)] is split and we conclude by the 
maximality of H that z E H. It follows immediately from this that if ,I;, = A, 
then z,:r ’ E H. In other words, we have shown that elements in Z 
corresponding to distinct cosets of H in Z map to elements in eigenspaces 
of X with distinct eigenvalues (that is linear characters). We conclude that 
the image under CI of Y, where Y is a transversal for H in Z, is F-linearly 
independent. Finally, since tl factors through eF’[Z] II F’[Z/H] it follows 
that F is isomorphic to F’[Z/H] as required. 
We can now quickly obtain our main result on the structure of E. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a finite abelian group acting as K-automorphisms 
on the prime K-algebra A. Assume that IGI ’ E K and that K contains all nth 
roots of unity for n equal to the period of G. Let H be the split center of G, 
let E = C’[ Gi”,] = @oo( Q), and let F = CG where Q is the Martindale ring 
of quotients of A and C = Z(Q). If e is a primitive idempotent of F’[H], 
then eC’[Ginn] rr. C’[G,,,/H] has no proper G-stable right or left ideal. In 
particular, eC’[ Gin”] is G-simple. 
Proof. We know that F’[H] is central in E= Cf[Ginn] so e is a central 
idempotent of the latter ring. Hence eE is a C-algebra. Furthermore since 
eF’[H] = eF we have eC’[H] = eC and hence eC’[Gi,,] = Cf[Ginn/H] 
where the latter is some twisted group algebra of Gi”“/H over C. By 
Lemma 4.2, EC = F’[Z] so e is G-stable. Hence G acts on eE and 
(eE)’ = eFr[Z] where the latter is a field by Lemma 5.1. 
Now Cf[Ginn] is a semisimple C-algebra by [12, Theorem 7.1) and 
IGI ~’ E C. It therefore follows from the Bergman-Isaacs theorem (see [ 12, 
Theorem 4.33) that if I is a nonzero G-stable right or left ideal of eE then 
ZG = In (eE)G # 0. But IG is a one sided ideal of (eE)G and the latter ring is 
a field. We conclude therefore that I’ = eF’[Z] and hence that I= eE. This 
completes the proof. 
We remark that an alternate argument for P # 0 in this context is as 
follows. Since G acts on eE, the latter ring is G-graded. Hence I is a 
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G-graded left or right ideal. But Z is not nilpotent so ZG = I, # 0 by Lemma 
1.1. As a consequence of the above we obtain 
COROLLARY 5.3. The split center H of G can he characterized in any of 
the following ways. 
(i) H is maximal in Z with F’[ H] split. 
(ii) H is maximal in Z with Bp( H) split. 
(iii) H is maximal in Z such that C’[H] = @ C C and all primitive 
idempotents of C’[H] are G-stable. 
(iv) H is the support of any G-centrally primitive idempotent of E. 
ProoJ Part (i) is the definition of H, (ii) follows from Lemma 4.3, and 
(iii) from Lemma 4.7. For (iv) let 1 = e, + e, + . . + ek be a decomposition 
of 1 into the primitive idempotents of Fl[H]. Then by Theorem 5.2, this is 
a decomposition of 1 into orthogonal, G-centrally primitive primitive idem- 
potents of E. It follows that these are the unique G-centrally primitive 
idempotents of E. Finally if e is one of these, then e is a primitive 
idempotent of Fr[ H] and the latter is diagonally equivalent to F[H] by 
Lemma 4.3. If A = {.% =f, - 1 x x E H) is the corresponding group basis for 
F[H] and if IE is the linear character associated with e, then 
e=JHI-’ c 1(x-’ ) Z= (HI PI c 1(.x-‘) frX, 
x E H YGH 
Thus the support of e is precisely equal to H. 
As another consequence, we quickly transfer structural information from 
C’[Ginn] to the algebra of the group. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let e be a primitive idempotent of BF(H). Then e is 
G-stable and eB(Gi,,) is a G-simple algebra. Indeed eg(Gi,,) has no non- 
trivial right or left G-stable ideal. Furthermore if Y is a transversal for H in 
Ginn 3 then { eu, ’ I y E Y> is a C-basis for eB(G,,,). 
Proof By Lemma 4.1, q : Cf[Ginn] +S9(Gi,,) is a C-antihomo- 
morphism onto which commutes with the action of G. Furthermore 
rl : Fr[H] + ah-(H) is onto so e lifts to a primitive idempotent e’ of the split 
algebra F’[H]. Then q maps e’C’[Ginn] onto eg(Gi,,) and since 
e’C’[G,,,] is G-simple, by Theorem 5.2, we conclude that this map is one- 
to-one. Thus e9(Gi,,) is C-antiisomorphic to e’C’[Gi,,] and the structure 
of eg(Gi,,) follows from Theorem 5.2. In addition, the statement 
e’C’[G,,,] N C’[G,,,/H] asserts that {e’u,:‘y I YE Y} is a C-basis of the 
latter algebra. Applying q then shows that {euvl I YE Y} is a C-basis for 
e@(Ginn ). 
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Whichever Martindale ring of quotients we choose for Q, it turns out 
that a(Gi,,) E Q,, the symmetric ring of quotients. Some properties of the 
latter ring are as follows (see [9]). First if q E Q, then there exists a non- 
zero ideal I of A with qZ, Zq both contained in A. Furthermore if either ql 
or Zq is zero for any 0 # la A, then q = 0. Note that A is prime and G is 
finite so n,, G P # 0. Thus in the above we can always assume that Z is 
G-stable. 
We now formally begin work on the relationship between Z and H. 
Recall that G acts on A and Q so that both of these are G-graded. In fact 
any subset B of Q is G-stable if and only if it is G-graded. Let 
H’= {A& IA(H)= 1). 
LEMMA 5.5. (i) Let e be a primitive idempotent of gF(H). Then 
eQe E QH. Furthermore there exists a G-stable ideal Z of A such that ele is a 
graded hereditary subring of A. 
(ii) Let q E QH and let A E HI. Zf Y is a transversal for H in G, then 
Cy.y~(y-‘W~Qi,. 
Proof. (i) Since gF(H) is split, BAH) = eF+ (1 - e) 23J H). Note that 
e commutes with eQe and so does FS C. Moreover (1 - e) 28fi(H) 
annihilates eQe on both sides and hence also commutes with eQe. Thus we 
see that BF(H) commutes with eQe. But gF(H) contains U, for all x E H so 
we conclude that eQe c QH. 
As we observed above, there exists a nonzero G-stable ideal .Z of A with 
eJ, Je c A. Since e E aF( H) z QG, e is G-stable so eJ, Je are G-stable right 
and left ideals of A, respectively. Hence, setting I= J2, we have B = ele = 
eJJe = RL with R E GrR and L E GrL. We need only show that B is not 
nilpotent. But B nilpotent implies that eZ is a nilpotent right ideal of A. 
Since A is prime we conclude that eZ= 0 and hence that J2 = I= 0, a 
contradiction. Thus BE GrH. 
(ii) Here we note that since qE QH and 1~ HI, both qJ and J(y-I) 
depend only on the coset Hy and not on y itself. If g E G then 
(c i(Y-‘)q’)l=lo 1 4g-‘Y-%P 
I‘E Y JE Y 
=;c(g) 1 1(x-‘) q-V, 
.xt Yg 
Since Yg is another transversal for H, the latter sum equals &,. y A( yP ‘) qj 
and hence this element is in Q>.. 
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We need one more definition. A trace form is a linear function 
with ai, b,g Q and gi E Aut A _C Aut Q. We say that T is an outerfbrm if IJ~ 
an X-inner automorphism implies (TV = 1. The following is the fundamental 
result on the nontriviality of such forms [S or 9, Lemma 3.51. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let T(i) = Ci ai[O1bj be an outer trace form with o0 = 1 and 
b,, # 0. If I is a nonzero ideal of A and T(I) = 0, then {ai ) oi = 1 } is 
C-linearly dependent. 
Finally we come to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a finite abelian group acting as K-automorphisms 
on the prime K-algebra A. Assume that IGI -’ E K and that K contains all nth 
roots of unity for n equal to the period of G. Then the skew group ring AG 
has the structure of the smash product A # e* where 6 = Hom(G, K’). 




H=r’= {XEG 1 n(x)= 1 for all IbEr}. 
Proof: We already know that AG = A # e* and certainly the two 
conclusions r= HI and H = r’ are equivalent. We prove that r = H’ and 
we handle the two necessary inclusions separately. Note that since A is 
semiprime, Lemma 2.6 implies that ;1 E r if and only if for all BE GrH we 
have B, # 0. 
First we show that rs HI. To this end let e be a primitive idempotent 
of S?JH) and, by Lemma 5.5(i), let Z be a G-stable ideal of A with 
B = eZe E GrH. If R E r then B, # 0. On the other hand, by Lemma 5.5(i) 
again, B, c eQe E QH. Thus H fixes B, # 0 and hence clearly n(H) = 1. 
Since 1 E r was arbitrary, we conclude that Tc HI. 
For the reverse inclusion HL c r, fix 1 E H’ and let B = RL E GrH. Then 
B is not nilpotent, so B, # 0 by Lemma 1.1 and hence R,L,-I # 0 for some 
C(E e. Choose r E R,, 1~ L,-I with rI# 0. It follows that there exists a 
primitive idempotent e of 3YAH) with rel# 0. Let Y be a transversal for H 
in G with 1 E Y and define the trace form T(c) by 
T(c)= c I(y-‘) rei?el. 
YE r 
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Notice that for q E Q, eqe E @’ by Lemma 5.5(i) so reqel E QH since r E R,, 
IEL.~I. Furthermore, rER,, l~L,~l, and eeQG imply that req’eZ= 
(reqel)“. It therefore follows from Lemma 5.5(ii) and AE H’ that 
T(Q) E Q,. Let I be a nonzero G-stable ideal of A with ele E A. Then 
relel c rAl c B so T(Z) E B. In other words, T(Z) c B, and the goal is to 
show that T(Z) # 0. 
Notice that as written above, r(i) is not an outer form so we correct this 
as follows. Write F((i) = T,,:,,,(l) + pi”, where 
T”,,(l) = 1 A(y-‘) re[?ef 
.v E Y\ G,., 
and 
Tinn(i)= 1 Il(y-‘) reuJ:‘ju,,el. 
.I’E YnG,,, 
Since 4” = ~4.; ‘qu,. for y E Y n Gin”) we have T(Z) = p(Z) and T(l) is an outer 
form. 
Now the y = 1 term in p,n,,, is reu,- ’ [u,eland u,eZ#O since rel#O and u, 
is a unit. Thus if T(Z) =0 then Lemma 5.6 implies that the left hand 
coefficients of ~i:i,” are C-linearly dependent. In other words, there exist 
c,. E C not all zero, for J E Y n G,,, , with 
r. 1 1(y-‘) cYeu,’ =O. 
.I’ t Y n G,,” 
Note that Y n Ginn is a transversal for H in Gin” SO { eu, ’ 1 y E Y n Gin”} is 
C-linearly independent by Corollary 5.4. This shows that J, the right 
annihilator of r in e9?(Gi,,), is not zero. Furthermore since rE R, is 
homogeneous and e$?(G,,,) is G-stable, it follows that J is a nonzero 
G-stable right ideal of eg(Gi,,). Hence, by Corollary 5.4 again, we 
conclude that J= e@(Gi,,) so re = 0, a contradiction. 
We have therefore shown that T(Z) = p(Z) # 0 so since T(Z) E B, we have 
B, # 0. But BE GrH was arbitrary so we conclude that 2 E Z. It follows that 
H’ c Z and the theorem is proved. 
As a consequence we have 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let G be a finite abelian group acting as 
K-automorphisms on the prime K-algebra A. Assume that IG[ -- ’ E K and that 
K contains aI1 nth roots of unity for n equal to the period of G. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(i) The skew group ring AC is prime. 
(ii) The Cannes subgroup r of 6 equals e. 
(iii) The split center H of G equals 1. 
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(iv) E= C’[Gi,,] is a G-simple ring, 
(v) 9@Gi,,) is G-simple and G acts faithfully on A. 
Proof: (i) o (ii). This follows from AG = A # G* and Corollary 2.8. 
(ii) o (iii). This is immediate from H’ = r in Theorem 5.7. 
(iii) o (iv). If H = 1 then e = 1 is a primitive idempotent of F’[H] so 
C’[Ginn] is G-simple by Theorem 5.2. Conversely if Cf[Ginn] is G-simple, 
then 1 is the unique G-centrally primitive idempotent of E= C’[Gi,,]. 
Hence, by Corollary 5.3(iv), we have H = 1. 
(iv) =z. (v). The augmentation map r] is a G-antihomomorphism of 
C’[Ginn] onto ?+Y(G,,,). In particular, if E is G-simple, then 4 is an 
antiisomorphism and hence 9Y(Gi,,) is G-simple. Furthermore (iv) implies 
that H = 1. Since the kernel of the action of G on A is contained in H, by 
Proposition 4.5, we conclude that G acts faitfully on A. 
(v) * (iii). Since $(G,,,) is G-simple, 1 is its unique G-centrally 
primitive idempotent. On the other hand, BJH) is split and each of its 
centrally primitive idempotents is a G-centrally primitive idempotent of 
L#(Gi,,). We conclude that BAH) = F and hence, since Fs C = Z(Q), that 
H acts trivially on A. But G acts faithfully so H = 1 as required. 
We remark that the assumption that G act faithfully on A in (v) above is 
definitely needed. Otherwise we could have G # 1 acting trivially on A. In 
this case, 9J(Gi,,) = C is certainly G-simple, but AG = A[G] is not prime. 
We also note that the equivalence of (i) and (iv) above is true more 
generally. Indeed if G is any finite group acting on a prime ring A, then it is 
proved in [S, Theorem 2.81 that AG is prime if and only if C’[Ginn] is 
G-simple. 
We close this section with an example to show that (iv) and (v) above 
are rarely equivalent for G nonabelian. To this end let K be an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic 0 and assume that G # 1 has trivial center and 
a faithful irreducible K-representation of degree d. For example, any non- 
abelian simple group has this property. The representation gives rise to an 
epimorphism K[G] + M,(K) and this map is not one-to-one since K[G] is 
not simple. Thus 
ICI= dim, K[G] > dim, M,(K) = d*. 
Furthermore, this representation embeds G faithfully in A = M,(K) and 
then G acts as inner automorphisms by conjugation. It follows that 
G = Gin” and that a’(G) = M,(K) is a simple ring. Moreover, since G has 
trivial center, we conclude that G acts faithfully on A. Finally C = K and 
the augmentation map 
r] : K’[G] + a’(G) = M,(K) 
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cannot be one-to-one since dim, K’[G] = 1 GI > d*. Thus the kernel of r is 
a nontrivial G-stable ideal and K’[G] is not G-simple. 
APPENDIX: OPERATOR ALGEBRA RESULTS 
A good reference on C*-algebras is [13], where many of the results we 
cite are proved in Sections 10 and 11 of Chapter 8. We also recommend 
the nicely written article [14] which contains easier proofs for the case of 
finite groups. 
For a C*-algebra A, a hereditary subalgebra B is defined using the 
positive elements in A. However, by [13, 1.521, this analytic definition 
translates to the following. B is hereditary if and only if B = In I* where 
I# 0 is a closed left ideal of A. Furthermore it is easy to see that B = In I* 
if and only if B is *-closed and B = R n L where R is a closed right ideal of 
A and L is a closed left ideal. This suggests the algebraic definition we give 
in Section 1. 
Most of the operator algebra results concern the action of a locally com- 
pact abelian group G as *-preserving continuous automorphisms of A. The 
spectral subspaces A 1, for 2 E G, are defined as in Section 4 and the 
(Arveson) spectrum of G on A is given by Sp(A) = {A E e 1 A, ZO}. The 
Cannes spectrum is then defined as r= nB Sp( B), where B runs over all 
G-stable hereditary subalgebras of A. 
When G is abelian, a coaction of G gives rise to an action of G’, so we 
may interpret the results of Section 2 in terms of actions of abelian groups. 
In that context, Theorem 2.5 is due to D. Olesen and G. Pedersen [ 111 as 
is Corollary 2.8. Note that they obtain r= n since the group is abelian. An 
earlier version of Corollary 2.8 was proved by A. Connes and M. Takesaki 
[4] for a von Neumann algebra M; for von Neumann algebras the 
G-prime condition is equivalent to the action of G being ergodic on the 
center of M. 
Proposition 2.11 was originally a theorem of Connes [3] for von 
Neumann algebras, and was extended to C*-algebras by Olesen, Pedersen, 
and Stormer (see [ 131). Also Theorem 5.7 is due to Connes [ 33 for 
von Neumann algebras. In his situation, the split center H is always equal 
to the inner center Z, since the extended centroid of a factor it4 is just the 
complex numbers and since inner automorphisms are always induced by 
unitary elements. 
Section 3 is related to work of A. Kishimoto [6] for C*-algebras. 
However, our definition of the strong spectrum F is not quite the same as 
his, since we do not have the existence of approximate identities in the 
algebraic situation. Kishimoto does obtain J? = F, the analog of Theorem 
3.3, and Corollary 3.6 for actions of abelian groups on C*-algebras. 
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For coactions of nonabelian groups, not much is known. An analytic 
definition of the Connes spectrum for coactions on von Neumann algebras 
is discussed in [ 10, p. 62 ff] where a version of Corollary 2.8, due to 
Y. Nakagami, is proved. We do not know if coaction versions of Theorem 
2.5 and Corollary 2.8 are true for C*-algebras. 
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